For Mr. & Mrs. Children:
A Generational Nostalgia
Wang Zineng

I don’t like nostalgia unless its mine
Lou Reed
Kaifeng and Kaiqun are of the 80’s generation – like myself. In fact, the three
of us were born the same year in 1982. Thinking about our generation, I am
reminded of a new colleague of mine, a slighter older lady born in the 1970s
(she wouldn’t reveal which year) who disapproves of our generation. To her, we
are individualistic, self-centred and impatient to get somewhere – all of which
are supposedly antithetical to the values of kids born in the preceding decade
– the 1970s – and manifested more problematically in larger proportion with
the 90’s generation. You cannot quite get us to concur with her, obviously. The
unsurprising truth one is reminded of from this is the fact that generational gulfs
exist; each generation speaks circumspectly of its own thrills and biases; its own
heroes and villains; its own aspirations and insecurities.
This kind of generational variegation is what drives nostalgia, or more specifically,
the particular appeal of nostalgic exercises. They don’t “speak” to everyone; and
that is their particular charm. Nostalgia is, in effect, a form of exclusionary
connection – reaching out (only) to those who bear shared experiences, to those

who were there, who saw and touched and felt and were moved. And this is in
fact one of the most delightful things about the ideas and the works in Kaifeng
and Kaiqun’s first joint exhibition, For Mr. & Mrs. Children. The duo does not
purport to any kind of universalism or broad mass appeal; they do not seek out
grand historical episodes to dissect, and neither do they quote perfunctorily from
current affairs. Instead, the twin brothers draw their materials and locate some
of the essences of their works from particular childhood episodes familiar to a
typical 80’s generation Singaporean child. In this regard, their works assume to
speak most poignantly to their generational peers – and unabashedly so.
The duo speaks simply and fondly, and one wonders whether it is the same for
all those who bear a tender regard for the past. In an e-mail inviting me to
contribute a catalogue essay, they stated simply and without adornment that
“what ties the works [in the exhibition] together is that they are all ‘children’ things”.
And seemingly so – but with interpretative twists and a distinct character we
increasingly come to associate with them. Their three-dimensional works,
carefully and painstakingly assembled, are faithful to craft’s emphasis on the skill
of the maker’s hands. There is an unmistakable fastidiousness in their process.
Like a child cradling her precious teddy bear, they handle each exhibit, half-done
or complete, lovingly and speak of it with overflowing exuberance – twinkles in
their eyes – on the ideas that belie the works.
For the exhibition, Kaifeng has meticulously assembled various household oddsand-ends like hair curlers, orange juice squeezer, scissors and pens into vehicular
toys that look seemingly ready for war. His Untoys, a series of ten sculptures,
distill the mock seriousness in children’s play, reaffirming how it becomes
a microcosmic world of belligerence, competition and victory – values and

phenomenon manifest in the adult world. But these values are further percolated
in child’s play and become more pronounced. The whimsical imaginary is strong
in Kaifeng’s works as he comprehends and physically realises new functions for
commonplace objects. Beneath the veneer of cuteness in his scrupulously-made
scaled-down Ferris wheel in The Ride Of A Lifetime! is a metaphorical reminder
of the lingering presence of an Uncle Sam-type policing state that grants one
freedom, but a freedom that is conditional and bounded.
Kaiqun’s Race For The Prize, a miniature installation of a drain (Long Kang, as we
call them) harks back to those days of child’s play when the storm canal was the
great, venturesome alternative to the playground. Even as bumbling unconscious
children, we knew the canal to be the edge of safe play, where transgression
meant plunging to the depths of lurking danger. But the canals were where the
tadpoles and the guppies could be found in their elements; and that gave us such
indescribable thrill. Race For The Prize dramatises the sense of danger; what with
the watercourse replete with all conceivable forms of nasty physical obstacles.
Overcoming these obstacles become the chief objective of players. In the work,
what is formerly fun and unmediated then comes to assume a serious visage.
Kaiqun makes pointed reference to the first Formula One race to be held in
Singapore in September this year. The latter is the embodiment of a certain type
of “unfun” the brothers feel strongly against - fun estranged from spontaneity and
given to intense commodification and conscientious design upon commercial
and tourism revenues.
In these works, the duo recalls the spirit and specific features of play not
unfamiliar to a similarly-aged young Singaporean person. Memories begin from
the playgrounds of childhood. Instead of stowing them in the past, Kaifeng and

Kaiqun think and work with them as entities in the present tense, relating them
with a contemporaneous immediacy. At its core as an exhibition, For Mr. & Mrs.
Children plumbs a pervasive feature of life – when play becomes leisure, and fun
becomes recreation. A value is tagged on the simplest of pleasures, transforming
the naturalness of play into a ritualised and systematised entity. If our (budding
young) adults are in actuality outgrown children, having had the magic carpet of
play pulled rudely from under them and thus incarcerated from having fun, then
the question begging to be asked is clear – what about today’s kids?
Cast us back to those days
of children’s play,
in 1980s and early 1990s Singapore.
Less than 5 feet tall were we all
it never seemed we should recall
today what stowed tales
mean in history’s pale.
It may be trite to repeat but indeed, history repeats itself. More so in the context
of urban Singapore than elsewhere. One’s memories of the past, especially of
childhood, is progressively being effaced in the choruses of voices propagating
the remaking, repositioning, repackaging, and reinventing of Singapore.
Architectural critic Rem Koolhaas’ infamous declaration of Singapore as tabula
rasa springs to mind. Singapore – a razed plane for a genuinely new beginning?
Kaifeng and Kaiqun’s works – overtly concerned with the fleetingness of play
and bygone days of childhood – do, at a fundamental level, express a deep-seated

consciousness of the violation exercised upon Singapore’s physical landscape. The
duo’s lament over lost play reflects a resistance to the erosion of one’s mental
landscape caused by urban flux and dislocation.
The official and definitive tagline of Singapore’s urban aspiration – a great city
to live, work and play – highlights the inherent artificiality of Singapore life
which my generation has imbibed whilst growing up. The Singapore Flyer
and the Formula One race here in September are only the two most recent
manifestations in a long train of “experiences” and “representations” created and
peddled by the city’s urban and tourism planners. In drawing and commenting
upon them, Kaifeng and Kaiqun decry the effacement of natural play. No longer
do people know any other way of having fun except in a consumerist way.
And so Kaifeng’s model, Parklife and Kaiqun’s series of five drawings, Unfinished
Adventures, are presented as fictive nightmarish arenas – the abode of ghouls,
ghosts and injurious grief; where fun begins to harm. Parallel to this message,
they are also symbols of overbearing urban experiences – egoistic and tyrannical
conscription of urban life, which erases unscripted urban possibilities with total
and militaristic efficiency. What we need is exactly opposite to these. We need
works that subvert predictability, certainty and familiarity. With For Mr. &
Mrs. Children, the twin brothers reinscribe the innocence of play, liberating its
paradoxical and poetic elements.

The Twins Effects
Clara Chow

Twin brothers Chun Kaifeng and Chun Kaiqun are not above revealing
to you, amid sniggers and chortles like naughty children, that they filch
scraps of grass from construction sites at 3am – all in the name of art.
“It’s more authentic that way,” says Kaiqun, whose 2007 art installation in
CityLink underground mall was a realistic, painted papier mache recreation
of a concrete storm drain with the pilfered turf, aptly titled Long Kang.
For the exhibition For Mr. & Mrs. Children, their first combined solo
exhibitions (an oxymoron, if there ever was one so happy), Kaifeng and
Kaiqun are displaying their art-as-child’s-play aesthetic once again.
A bigger, better version of Long Kang is on show – except, now, it is an indoor
racing circuit for leaf-boats, complete with advertising billboards and sponsorship
stickers, ala the upcoming, inaugural F1 races here.
As Kaiqun explained, while work on the DIY obstacle course was still ongoing:
“We were doing things like racing paper boats down real drains when we were
young. There’s this desire in us to bring it to a professional level.”
Other childhood pursuits are similarly appropriated, turned on their heads,
or pushed to the most ridiculous limits. Another of Kaiqun’s works here,

Forgotten Eyes, employs the nostalgic, superhero-esque Viewmaster 3D image
viewer to show visitors images of neglected and marginalised places in Singapore.
By focusing on these desolate, quietly poignant scenes, the artist seems to have
imbued his audience with new eyes. The viewer, in one sense of the word, is
transformed by the viewer.
The terrorist-in-toyland theme gets a good working-out in Kaifeng’s contributions
to this exhibition.
Having already garnered good reviews and critics’ attentions with his eerily
eloquent models of places under surveillance (either literally, like prisons or topsecret camps; or metaphorically, in the case of Van Gogh’s room, the site of much
cultural imagining), Kaifeng has produced some miniature amusement park and
leisure facilities this time around.
The Ferris wheel in The Ride Of A Lifetime! looks innocuous at first, reminding
the viewer of the ubiquitous giant wheels that grace – or blight, depending
on how you see it – the skyline of major cities today. But, it reveals itself after
further scrutiny to be ominous, with its caged cabins and internment camp-like
loudspeaker system. The insinuation that an ultimate tourist magnet can lead to
a dour situation is certainly not accidental: Why do government’s plans for urban
development and architectural statements reduce the world to such cookie-cutter
similarity? Why do we need such giant props to prove that we can have fun?
The Parklife model is even more perverse. Urban landscapes that are designed
to improve the quality of life for inhabitants turn out, ironically, to be not very
friendly at all. Playground equipment are unwieldy, stupidly designed, and even

plain dangerous. Rows of chairs call into stark relief the very loneliness that these
so-called social spaces are supposed to dispel.
Elsewhere in the exhibition space are Untoys built by Kaifeng that
are not particularly suited for play. Built from everyday materials, in
the spirit of Ikea-hacking or Japanese anime’s archaic technology,
they look more like dangerous weapons with their prongs and blades.
And Kaiqun’s gleefully morbid drawing series, Unfinished Adventures, is linked to
the rest of the artworks on display by its depiction of a grotesque, carnivalesque
theme park, with dead bodies for prizes, or its rendering of an eco-system
powered by a Super Nintendo game console. They involve nightmarish roller
coasters, broken tracks, and scary radioactive girls.
For reasons unknown and probably unfair, I can’t help but compare the Chun
twins to the Chapman Brothers - controversial British contemporary artists Jake
and Dino Chapman. The similarities are only skin deep: Both sets are brothers
who collaborate to make art. Both sets have a taste for black comedy. And both
sets understand the importance of publicity (and being geekily cute) when it
comes to furthering their works.
The twins are aware that their near-identical appearance and biological backstory makes for an obvious media story: They are the youngest in a family of
taxi-driver Dad, factory worker-turned-housewife Mum, and three older sisters,
all of whom are teachers; the gifted family used to attend local children’s art
competitions and sweep the prizes; the art trophies they won filled an entire
shelf, and eventually were just thrown willy-nilly in a cupboard; and the twins

themselves were both recipients of the Georgette Chen Arts Scholarship in
2005.
Nor are they precious about being lumped together artistically and professionally.
“There isn’t any artistic rivalry between us, but people keep thinking there
is. We kept being compared to each other so much – it was like a Venus and
Serena Williams thing – so we decided that we might as well work together.”
But, whereas the Chapmans set out to shock with their in-your-face works
involving sex, death and gore in some form, the Chuns trade on a kind of snarky,
juvenile humour that aims to discomfit, displace, unsettle and plain niggle.
As Kaifeng puts it: “We don’t like to go out and shock people. That’s very easy
to do, visually. Just put blood and guts everywhere. We’d rather disturb, which is
more complex and lingers. Something is there, but you can’t really see it. And if
you can, it rewards you.”
The starting point for their works is the flotsam of life. Kaiqun explains: “We are
always interested in the mundane, stupid things. Like that flying plastic bag in
the film American Beauty.”
At the heart of it all, both artists have much to say about the country they have
grown up in. Lampooning amusement parks, for them, is an oblique way of
questioning why Singapore’s tourism image is driven by economic initiatives
that can do with more imagination; why childhood past-times have evolved to a
sterile, character-less ghost of yesteryear’s dirt-under-fingernails’ games; or why
people are paying money to entertain themselves literally to a spiritual death.

As Kaifeng observes, while discussing his Ferris wheel and Parklife models:
“Leisure is supposed to be non-productive. But by buying into things like
cineplexes and tourist traps, we are still stuck in that consumptive cycle.
He adds: “It’s as though people, faced with free time, don’t know how to truly
enjoy themselves anymore.”
Kaifeng and Kaiqun have created works that are the visual art equivalent of local
coffeeshop roundtable discussions or taxi-driver rants. As the former puts it:
“People have to realise that there are alternatives to how we can live our lives.”
The brothers cite The Situationists, political-cum-artistic agitators with roots in
Marxism, and German artist Carsten Holler, famed for building gigantic slides
and his explorations into human physiological reactions, as influences. Tellingly,
Kaifeng’s website is called Next Stop Laputa, which he explains as an allusion
to Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels and the never-ending search for utopia.
But Laputa, which means “the whore” in Spanish, has also been read as Swift’s
mockery of the so-called Age Of Reason (Martin Luther had famously said:
“That great whore, Reason”). Do we thus need to think less and just experience
more?
Whatever the answer, fun is definitely a main element in this exhibition –
streaked with cruelty, danger and violence. Like magpies poised on the edges of
innocuous playgrounds, the artists have swooped in to snap up bright shiny parts
that have caught their attention. And like magpies lining their nests with their
finds, Kaifeng and Kaiqun have finessed their collection into objects capable of
pricking officious officials, bumbling bureaucrats and clueless citizens.
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Singapore’s Post-Museum (above) has featured Kai Lam’s Anthology Blues Part 1 (left)
and Anthology Blues Part 2 (below)

Singapore’s Little India is fast becoming the location of choice for artists, writes Clara Chow

Centre of attraction
W

riter Tessa Wong
cannot sleep. A
Hindu temple stands
next to her Little
India apartment
block and its Thaipusam festivities
are in full swing. The hypnotic
drumming and chanting is keeping
her awake.
But it’s a small price to pay for
being in an up-and-coming real
estate hot spot. As Wong says, rents
are cheap, and it is near the Central
Business District – a 10-minute drive
from town. North East Line mass
rapid transport train stations, ample
buses and loads of eateries – serving
everything from South Indian to
Xing Hua cuisine from Fujian
province – are also top draws.
Wong, 24, who moved a year ago,
says: “I love how the place has real
character, unlike soulless identikit
housing board estates.”
Long known as a seedy, rundown enclave of transient workers,
Little India area’s unsavoury
reputation is changing as more
artists, museums and creative types
move in. Like Hong Kong’s Fotan –
only with greater scope and diversity
– it is fast becoming Singapore’s
newest and hippiest artist colony.
Last September, the 4,000 sq ft
Post-Museum opened in Rowell
Road, one of the narrow lanes laid
out grid-like in the vicinity of main
artery Serangoon Road. The Other
House, an informal arts gathering
space, stands across the road, from
which artists pop in and out to visit
Food#03, the vegetarian cafe-cumart project run by the museum.

All this is a stone’s throw from the
two-year-old Museum of Shanghai
Toys. And in neighbouring Hindoo
Road, there is Your Mother, an
independent gallery-cum-studio.
Since 2001, the state-funded
National Arts Council has provided
housing in conservation shophouses
for arts groups along Kerbau Road,
another Little India locale. Dubbed
the Little India Arts Belt, occupants
include avant-garde art gallery
Plastique Kinetic Worms and theatre
groups spell#7 and Wild Rice. But in
recent years, the arts boom in the
area has been of a more organic, adhoc nature.
On the social networking
Facebook website, a Little India page
on the Neighbourhoods application
has 55 members who post adulatory
messages about their base online.
The influx of artists has led to a
hip, arty melting pot of sorts.
Two years ago, the artists
threw open their studio
doors one weekend,
attracting a respectable
turnout of curious visitors. Museum
and gallery directors welcome the
opportunity to mingle with each
other. Since moving in, Wong has
got to know filmmakers, authors,
musicians, artists and architects
who live and work around her
apartment. Through
meeting up regularly
with them, she started
volunteering with
Migrant Voices, an arts
outreach group that
helps foreign workers.
As another resident,

There are artists from
different disciplines
living and working
here. There will be
more possibilities for
collaboration

......................................................
Foo Ai Wei, fashion label designer

Foo Ai Wei, 29, says: “People are
slowly recognising Little India as a
small arts community.”
Foo, the designer of fashion label
See You Tomorrow, moved with her
smattering of second-hand furniture
into a colonial house in the area in
2003 because “the mixture of things
and people on the streets constantly
reminds me that the world isn’t all
about beautiful things”.
Having come up with quirky
inventions, such as couple neck
cushions which are yoked together
by a chain (a tongue-in-cheek
comment on possessive
relationships), Foo is working on a
series of menswear, as well as an
exhibition this month called
Everyday Weekend. She picks up
items from its ramshackle doorways
and dumpsters to incorporate into
her works.
On the neighbourhood’s
evolving image, Foo says:
“There are artists from
different disciplines living
and working here. There will
be more possibilities for
collaboration.”
Another young talent
working in the area is artist Chun
Kai Feng, 25, who took a studio
space above Post-Museum
four months ago. Being in Little
India makes shopping for art
materials a joy, he says. After all,
timber suppliers, metal traders,
glass framers, hardware
shops, sign makers and flea
markets have been
operating there for
decades.

“There are always pleasant
surprises,” he says.
His twin brother Kai Qun agrees.
Citing landmarks such as the 24hour Mustafa Centre mall, he says:
“There’s a great mix of old and new
buildings, and people. These things
perpetually urge you to go make
some work about them.”
Kai Feng says security issues
bothered him when he initially
shifted into his studio, owing to the
notorious Desker Road redlight district nearby. “But
now I think it’s safe, the
denizens know that we are
an art space and don’t
bother us,” he says.
Rents have stayed
relatively affordable. A
generous space with
four bedrooms and
ample living and
kitchen areas can cost
S$1,500 (HK$8,260) a
month – about the
same it costs to rent in less central
housing estates. Single rooms can
cost about S$300, while $800 may
get you an entire shophouse.
Still, gentrification has its
downside. Landlords are already
cashing in on the popularity of area
with the new bohemians. Wong is
coy about how much she pays for
her third-floor three-bedroom flat –
a necessary precaution as her
landlord has already raised the rent
once since reports on the perking up
of Little India were published in the
local press.
The area has been dubbed an
arts bohemia by local observers,

Chun Kai Feng’s
works (above) and
(left) are adding a
creative touch to
Little India

although residents are ambivalent.
Artist Jeremy Hiah, 35, who runs
Your Mother gallery with his
wife Lina Adams, says mockingly
of the label: “I think it’s too late to be
hippies.” His filmmaker neighbour’s
frequent video screening parties,
barbecue-cum-curry mooncake
parties and experimental sound
events notwithstanding, he says:
“We’re just seriously fun-loving
people.”
Post-Museum’s director, Jennifer
Teo, 32, says the “arts bohemia” tag
is problematic. “But if it attracts
people to the area, it’s not too bad,”

she says. After all, the private
museum’s mission is to rethink the
relationship between
Singapore’s official cultural
policies, institutions and
ordinary people’s lives. The
diverse activities it organises
includes a photography exhibition
about the brothel-past of its
current premises, a ceramics show
by artist Jason Lim, and a
Christmas garage sale.
New developments in the
enclave mean it can only get
trendier. In December, the
refurbished Parkroyal Hotel in
Kitchener Road reopened after a
year-long, S$25 million facelift, and
is set to bring more corporate
travellers to the area. The stalwart
Tekka Centre, to which tourists and
locals alike flock for hawker stores
and Indian traditional attire, is
undergoing a S$12.9 million
makeover this year.
Meanwhile, the City Square
Residences condominium project in
Kitchener Road has been a hit with
expatriate buyers, signalling a
future surge of the young and
upwardly mobile into the
neighbourhood.
For now, though, artists in
residence are keeping their
fingers crossed that gentrification
will not ruin the distinct colours,
flavours and diversity of their
homes’ setting.
Says Chun Kai Qun: “I just hope
there isn’t some massive plan to
turn this place into an arts hub or
something. Otherwise, it’ll end up
like a film set.”

Long live rogue taxidermy!
......................................................
Cristian Salazar
In front of a shuttered store in New
York’s Chinatown, artist Nate Hill
rummages through a pile of trash,
fishing for the tools of his craft in
someone else’s rubbish.
“Oh, look, a flounder,” he says,
as he digs in a bin wearing blue
surgical gloves and draws out a
white slip of fish. “Does anyone
want some? I think there’s more.”
There are no immediate takers
among the half dozen or so people
who are following Hill on a drizzly
night, touring his favourite spots for
digging through Chinatown rubbish.
The goal: find interesting dead
animals to make into art.
The artist, 30, has been using

animal carcasses to craft his “animal
kingdom”, as he calls it, since 1999.
The results are grotesque or
sculptural, depending on your point
of view. In Hill’s hands, a puppy’s
head just as easily goes with a turkey
neck and fish bladder as armadillo
fingernails and birds’ legs make
abstract art-in-a-jar.
The monthly Chinatown tour,
which sometimes draws dozens of
people, is billed as educational, but
it’s mostly performance: the artist
often shows up in costume, most
recently as an army parachutist.
“I’m totally self-taught,” he says.
“What I do is cut up the animals, I
sew them together in a different
way, and then I submerge them in
rubbing alcohol to preserve them.”

He considers himself a member
of a loosely defined group of “rogue
taxidermists” who sidestep the
traditional craft of taxidermy that
aims to make lifelike replicas by
preserving and stuffing animal skins.
Along with the rubbish bins of
Chinatown, he says he gets most of
his animals from hunters, roadkill
and taxidermists.
Although Hill’s artwork attracts a
following of hipsters, it raises
questions from traditional
taxidermists and even his fellow
artists, including one of his
collaborators.
“I’m a vegetarian,” says
comedian and musician Jessica
Delfino, who has been a narrator on
two episodes of Chop Chop, a video

series Hill produces that is posted on
YouTube. “I do have mixed feelings.
I do think art is important. And I
think animals are sacred.”
She says she’s not so sure she
could narrate another episode of
Hill’s videos. One episode has Hill
sewing together parts of a rabbit, a
duck and a chicken. That video was
taken down from YouTube
following complaints.
Asked about the ethics of his art,
Hill says: “I eat meat. I feel like we
can use animals to enrich us …
physically as well as mentally.”
John Janelli, a board member of
the National Taxidermy Association
and a working taxidermist in New
Jersey, says there’s no comparison
between what he does and Hill’s

Nate Hill leading one of his animal garbage tours in New York. Photo: AP
methods. “That’s not taxidermy,”
says Janelli. “That’s a concoction.”
Janelli, a historian of sorts on the
subject, says such “novelty
taxidermy” is not new, and has in
the past included the piecing
together of different animals to

create creatures that don’t exist in
nature. But he says that to qualify as
taxidermy, traditional techniques
must be used.
A few years ago, a group of artists
formed the Minnesota Association
of Rogue Taxidermists. Robert

Marbury, an artist and founding
member of the group, says much of
the works produced by its members
evoke themes of reuse and recycling
in a time of heightened
environmental concern.
“Traditional taxidermists would not
think twice that this is in the same
realm,” he says.
Hill says he feels more like a
“folk” artist, given his lack of formal
training in the arts. His intent, he
says, is similar to “the guy who sits in
his basement and has his train set,
and he has all the people and he
makes mountains ... that’s the kind
of thing that I want, but I want to
make it with real flesh.”

......................................................
Associated Press
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For Mr. and Mrs. Children
In Blink 30 on September 5, 2008 at 10:34 pm

Chun Kai Qun,
(Images with the kind permission of the artists and Post-Museum)
Between Bona Fide Irony and Pastiche
I am extremely impressed by what the twins put together, since their previous exhibition (with the
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inclusion of Joo Choon Lin) Extra Value Meal at Your Mother Gallery in May 2008. A more considered
arrangement and lighting in the Showroom of Post-Museum, brings their current practices to renewed
public scrutiny, and self-examination. The focus of this review falls on the intent of the works, rather than
an association with nostalgia and childhood, as explored by Clara Chow in her introductory essay. Two
key concepts come to mind, firstly the question of metaphor and irony, and secondly, pastiche. From the
angle of pastiche, For Mr. and Mrs. Children suggests a surreal presentation of their practices in
Sculpture (Kai Feng), Installation and Print-making (Kai Qun), reminisce of a sanitised version of the
British Chapman Brothers. It is pastiche because the modes of presentation remind one or some other
artist we have seen else where. It might be regarded as an amalgamation of styles and adaptations.
While not as mystifying as British Humour is to an average Singlish-speaking Singaporean, there is an
uncanny wittiness about the concepts explored by the two artists.
There is a obvious message of irony in the works by the two artists, as reflections of their observations of
Singaporean Society. Failing to appreciate their works will put us in the category of people, unable to
laugh at ourselves, and hence lack any sense of humour. Kai Qun’s prints are non-sensical doodles, that
expanded from his imagination and inspiration from Lunar Park, Melbourne, Australia. Inventing his own
method of screen printing, by adding pencil drawings to break the monotony and clarity of the border that
‘protects’ the print, he adds life to the print. These prints seem to consider line more than mass, breaking
out in a psychedelic rampage of bright colours. With the Amusement park as his muse, this is perhaps a
deeper critique of our attitudes towards humour but lacking the sharp tongue and severity of 19th century
British or French satirical prints. Or perhaps its an attack on reason, a release of a series of automatic
drawings gathering in flock on a singular page.
In a lesser abstract presentation, Forgotten Eyes represents the toy the artist would like us to view the
world again. depicting void decks, public playgrounds in deserted conditions is hardly comforting. Perhaps
a sign that kids play virtual games, or are caught up in tuitions, enrichment classes more than the lure of
sweat and bumping around as police and thief make-believe at the playground.
The message of irony is stronger, and blatant in Kai Feng’s sculptures. In ParkLife, buildings that have no
stairs, multi-storey carparks replaced by multi-storey benches, as if ready to park people. In Ride of a
Lifetime!, an obvious allusion to our Singapore Flyer, the biggest one in the world for 2008 (only), shows
padlocks on cabins, turning the ferris wheel into rotating cells. Perhaps it signals our own obsessions with
being ‘World Class”, at all economic and social costs. Does it hint at the state of the freedom of (political)
speech in Singapore, with the grey loud hailers pointing out from the fenced compounds of the Ferris
wheel?
The previous series of work is in stark, bewildering contrast to his assembled Untoys series. each
assembled from readymade parts, the joy seems to be matching material, existing holes and screws to
create a new toy. While the irony is missing here, the works are stunning too. In Ridley Scott’s Blade
Runner, J.F. Sebastian (the toy maker of Tyrell Corporation) or Guillermo Del Toro fashion, these toys are
uncanny creations, because they are put together in a Frankenstein manner. Does this suggest our
augmented lives, where we cannot live with technological gadget wizardry?
The largest work in the exhibition Race for the Prize, sits in the back room. Consisting of an arduous
circuit for plastic ducks to race on, it spoofs the forthcoming F1 night race of Singapore, providing visual
candy with its lush fake grass, flags, and fake sponsors banners such as “Goggle, Koca Kola, Nikke” and
so on. The fact that the circuit doesn’t work very well, might not prove as much as a ominous sign, than a
technical glitch involving complicated pumps, water wheels that don’t all turn, and an uneven floor.
The exhibition could be very boring to those gearing to see gargantuan Singapore Biennale-class outdoor
installations. But mind you, those outdoor biggies have budgets that out-proportion most National Arts
Council funds proportioned to solo exhibitions. The works here, are modest, and of an almost expected
‘toy’ scale. They sit comfortably in the art gallery, un-challenging by Land art standards.
Despite toy proportions, I am still impressed with the commitment and hard work these artists have put in
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since then, resulting in a more well-made, considered and presented exhibition. I can only imagine what
thrill a bigger budget will give. A larger boat race, with gradients and water velocity calculated to the pin,
obscenely plush carpet grass, and more. More remains to be seen if a larger budget will allow their craft to
scale to new proportions, and break the pastiche mould. If I am allowed to indulge in fantasy, a bigger
biennale-like budget might allow for Lunar Park style treatment to Race for the Prize, perhaps allowing
audience to pilot remote control speedboats, or spot real sponsors’ banners. It might have allowed for
more individual attention, display, lighting of the Untoys. For example, enlarging one of those bugs to 20
times the size in pop art style will provide much entertainment.
The intent of the works might no doubt start with the artists’ childhood games of playing racing leaves in
storm drains, or at least by what they remember of it. A stronger interpretation of the works lie in their
humour and subtle engagement with satire on society and culture in contemporary Singapore. After all,
artists are often regarded the observer of ourselves, holding up mirrors to reflect both the good, bad and
ugly.
Catalogue available mid-September or Mid-October.

For Mr. and Mrs. Children

Post-Museum Show Room,
Aug 30 - Sep 21, 2008.
Other relevant links:
Extra Value Meal (http://extravaluemeal.wordpress.com/) website by Chun Kai Feng, Chun Kai Qun and
Joo Choon Lin
▶ Comment
« Before The Artists Village: 20 years on August 30, 2008
AfterNew Castle by Chua Chye Teck September 7, 2008 »

About
A Web Log is a quick way to document the art reviews I have written, and plan to publish on
http://www.artsingapore.org. The opinions expressed here are only mine, and not necessarily
those shared by the moderators of this blog or artsingapore.org. All rights reserved. The writer
is a visual artist and ... Continue reading »
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Extra Value Meal
In Blink 30 on May 4, 2008 at 8:16 am

under-sized, but worth quite a few calories
featuring playfully McDonald’s inspired works by Joo Choon Lin, Chun Kai Feng and Chun Kai Qun

Bathed in a light dose of UV light, the framed works in the gallery seem to beckon one’s attention, more so
than the 2 monitors placed below eye level, suggesting that the viewer sits. There are at least 8 prints on
the wall, 1 paper sculptural piece that resembles an American Happy Meal house complete with withered
tree and picket fences, and table with an aluminum tray, paper sculpture shaped like a fast food burger,
fries and drink meal.
The humble gallery is nicely filled with new experimental works from the trio who completed Fine Art
courses from the Nanyang Academy of Fine Art in 2007. Except for Chun Kai Feng who did a solo show
at the Esplanade tunnel-linkway also in 2007, this is the first show Joo Choon Lin and Chun Kai Qun are
exhibiting, a sign of commitment to their crafts of manipulative decoupage and printmaking respectively.
The stop-motion animation short films created are elementary experiments (compared to their previous
works), being more ‘analogous to visual poetry than to prose story-telling’. The rawness, jerky low frame
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rate, static camera angles show an impatience of the media.
But the low-fidelity of the stop-motion works visually with the more meaningful prints adorning the walls,
a potentially explosion of colours if the artist or gallery had access to larger wall mounted LCD screens.
By placing the monitors to face each other, one showing a 80’s arcade game styled music, MTV
bollywood-styled dance by alternative fast food galore of french fries, patties and burger buns, the other
showing transformer fast food toys flying around a stage, strutting their imaginary weapons of
make-believe destruction, in Ironman style.
The more successful works in conveying a sense of significance and social message are the multi-coloured
edition prints on the wall. While the UV light only enhances the ‘frame’, creating a luminous border, it
does little to emphasize the multi-coloured inks in the foreground, if only if they had a darker background
to contrast with. These prints are consistent in subject matter, quirky, bizarre in humour and sinister when
we relate the effects a typical fast food meal could impact on our calories and nutrition intake, or if we
relate it to the book Fast Food Nation (2001) by Eric Schlosser or documentary film Super Size Me (2004)
by Morgan Spurlock.
The success of the exhibition seems to hinge on the viewers awareness of Fast Food Nation (2001) and
Super Size Me (2004), unless you are a big fan of Sesame Street tongue in cheek stop-motion fillers.
Failure to appreciate these two industry shocking readings or exposes, the irony in the prints are severely
under-sized. If we were to indicate the amount of calories this exhibition holds in terms of creative-calories
one daily needs, the diversity of works nicely packs a couple of meals, but the display, especially the prints
could be better and more audience friendly.
60% of daily creative-calories intake.

Extra Value Meal

http://extravaluemeal.wordpress.com/
Your MOTHER gallery, till June 30, 2008
91A Hindoo Road
Singapore 209126
yourmothergallery(a)gmail.com
tel: +65 97877874
tel: +65 63963310
by appointment only
▶ Comment
« Before The Gloaming April 3, 2008
AfterDemocratic Art at IKEA May 4, 2008 »
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TransportASIAN: The Theatre of the Camera
July 26, 2009 by The Serendipitous Muse

The photographic works on display at TransportASIAN are so diverse in their subject matter and creative approaches that it takes more than your average
dose of imagination to identify the common thread that runs through the smorgasbord of works. In fact, it does come across as a little incredulous that they
even belong in the same universe of the photographic medium.
Most of the artists featured are adventurous in the way they push the limits of their media to create new ways of engaging their audience – some heretically
and others doing so with more subtle elegance. There are also, however, the purists, whose images are unadulterated visions of their world as seen through the
lenses of their camera. However, it must be noted that the absence of manipulation does not equate to uncompromising realism, as for the majority of the
exhibited works, there is always an element of theatre present. As a collective, the works seem to be making an assertion on how the camera, contrary to
popular belief, has always been a device for creating artifice, as opposed to being a faithful, objective documentarian of the real. After all, essential to
photography is the act of framing, of deliberately isolating and magnifying a select portion of the visible universe and in the process constructing a new
context for the image through the photography’s creative gesture.
While such an artificial construction is arguably inherent in most, if not all forms of art, it becomes more acutely felt in most of the exhibited photographic
works precisely due to the traditional association or belonging to the photographic tradition. The staged and artificial stands out more prominently in a
medium where everything we see are supposed to be “real”, creating a kind of tension that leads one to question the nature of representation and that of the
real.
The works collectively attempt to examine the notion of “transport” within their local or regional context of Asia. Some interpret “transport” literally,
aestheticising the different modes of transportation that we encounter in our everyday lives. Some expand upon its definition, presenting bold and
awe-inspiring perspectives. Others try to twist the theme around in unconventional ways that unfortunately only excite us enough to remark, “It’s
interesting.” There are also a few works which looked terribly lost, probably from being in the wrong place.
Works exhibited in the first two galleries are more conventional, taking less liberties with the interpretation of the theme as well as their use of the
photographic or installation media. They are suppose to cover the sub-themes of “Space” and “Time”, but these categories seem largely arbitrary in reality.
Most succeed in examining different dimensions of the notion of transport in Southeast Asia, although one particular work is a complete head scratcher.

The space within the space within the space
(2008-2009), Photo installation
Giles Massot’s The space within the space within the space is a photographic installation which maps out the physical and spiritual journey experienced by
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participants of the Nine Emperor Gods Taoist Festival. Transportation is instrumental to the festival’s events, as its participants travel to different venues for
religious rites. By foregrounding the process of transportation and leaving the core events of worship mostly unrepresented in the installation, Massot
highlights the period of transition where the insular world of religious rituals rubs shoulders with the everyday physical landscape of Singapore. As the cortege
of followers travel frantically between locations, they pass by familiar landmarks of the Singapore landscapes, such as the omnipresent HDB apartment blocks
or a mosque, with the latter reminding us of the larger multicultural space where the Taoist rituals happen within. Accompanying these photographs are
panoramic, longitudinal photographs of the physical landscape, arranged in circular forms. The public, external world forms the frame in which these Taoist
devotees pursue their religious faith.

What really happens when you sleep on a train,
Seoul (2009), Photo series
Dominic Khoo’s Emotion in Transport features some of the most conventional yet most emotive photographs of the exhibition. In this series of
unmanipulated photographs taken of his fellow commuters in public transport, Khoo presents the private, introspective moments that occur in the public
domain of a bus or a train as one awaits their arrival at their desired destination. In the unceasing pace of urban living, it seems that these involuntary
insertions of periods of stasis and waiting are the only periods where introspection is possible, and the communality and public character of this social habit
makes voyeurism permissible and the voyeur-photographer less intrusive.

Pasajero/Passenger (2007), Video projection
and prints
Like Khoo’s work, Xavi Comas’ Pasajero/Passenger poeticises the fleeting moments we experience within the vessel of a public transport. In the black and
white prints and video projection, people are shown largely in a state of repose as their lives intersect in this public space. The video format of the works
which presents a slide show of photographs fading in and out of view and interjected by lyrical captions, however, make the work appear like a commercial,
maudlin display of sentimentalism.

The Jugaads of
Southeast Asia (2009),
Photo series
Jugaads of Southeast Asia by Shannon Castelman brings delight instantly with its vivacious colours, one which subsides into a quiet, poignant nostalgia as we
contemplate issues of cultural loss amidst technological development. Each photograph is a brilliantly staged and brightly illuminated still life image of a cart
or bicycle that form the livelihood of peripatetic entrepreneurs of the region. The people are absent but their spirit of optimistic resilience and enterprise
emanates from the residue of human activity that is visible on the transport that form their livelihood. Their design is elaborate with every detail accounted for
– the trash bag hanging from the bicycle handle, the overloaded baskets, the self-mounted fluorescent light and other improvised, self-made utilities. The
spotlight creates a theatrical atmosphere and highlights the personality that emanates uncommonly from these utilitarian devices. The image is still but rich
with narrative. The glut of visual detail compels us to examine every remnant of human presence, delighting us with serendipitous finds and exciting our
imagination. In Castelman’s photographs, we regret the imminent vanishing of this slice of our physical and cultural landscape, but at the same time, we
celebrate the inventive, steadfast spirit of these itinerant tradesmen that will be remembered for long.
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Isolated in a room adjacent to the other works is Mark R. Kaufmann’s The Fabulous Flights of Fancy Time Machine, a time machine assembled out of found
objects. It invokes images of fantasy transport that has populated our imagination for centuries. Despite its ability to travel through time, the huge installation
appears antiquated and archaic, like a fossil artifact of the centuries of imaginative flights through time. Reminiscent of the improvised toys we assembled in
childhood, the works evokes nostalgia and captures our imagination. The accompanying flip books are cinema at its most primitive, animating banal activities
of everyday life in the past. It is a stark reminder of our most primal fascination with cinema – that of seeing life moving on screen.

April 2008, Tokyo
(2008-2009), Photo
series
Chua Chye Teck’s April 2008, Tokyo, needs a street directory badly. It has apparently transported itself into the wrong exhibition. The minimalist
photographs of pantone pink squares, arranged in decreasing saturation purports that colour transports us to another dimension. The word play is a little too
much of a stretch isn’t it?
The next two galleries feature bolder, more adventurous works, categorised under “Action” and “Fiction”. Most works consciously attempted to expand the
possibilities of their medium by creating refreshing and engaging modes of expression.
Tung Mai’s Racing Forward is an interactive installation. The audience is invited to pedal on a bicycle in order to rotate a hexagonal box with images of
Vietnam and Singapore, placed before him at eye level. Interaction was denied, however, as the work was under maintenance thus preventing us from
understanding the need for us to moderate our pace of movement in order to consider the environment in which we meander in daily.

Carmegeddon (2008-2009), Interactive
installation
In Carmegeddon, Chun Kai Qun combines the art of miniature making with stereo-photography. Through the lenses of the child’s optical toy, we witness
cataclysmic car explosions, reminiscent of sensationalistic Hollywood action flicks. But the perverse violence and raw, gory carnality of the spectacle is
downscaled twice in Chun’s work – the first via the miniaturisation of the disaster into a diorama and the second being the distancing of the audience from the
diorama via stereo-photography. The diorama is photographed and converted into a stereoscopic slide show. This perhaps highlights the kind of anesthesia
that games induces in its young viewers, unconsciously detaching us from the terror of violence to view it as a trivial game.

Conveyance (2008-2009),
Photo installation
Mintio’s Conveyance presents transport as a perpetual state of flux and movement, as a synecdoche of the larger pulse of the urban spaces it serves. Through
multiple exposures and elaborate mechanical processes, Mintio creates a map that expresses the movement and energy of traffic movements in the cities of
Hong Kong, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. This results in a series of enchanting, energetic images that abstracts the dynamic movements of the
cities.
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Breathing is Free: 12756.3 (2008-2009), Video installation
Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba’s Breathing is Free: 12,756.3 is literally an exhausting piece of work. The video installation tracks the artist as he attempts to run the
distance of the earth’s diameter. The video is deconstructed into a frame-by-frame sequence, drawing attention to the sheer muscularity of the act of motion.
Contesting human limits, the artists runs persistently across multiple cities and alongside the much faster automobiles, as if powered by an innate, primal need
for perpetual mobility, adding new meaning to the notion of “transport”.

The White Book
(2008-2009), Photo
installation
One of the most inventive pieces of work in the gallery is John Clang’s The White Book. Among the works in the gallery, Clang’s photo installation most
consciously interrogates the nature of the photographic reality. Clang subverts the documentary function of photography to create artificial, staged realities by
dislocating his subjects from their original environments to be placed in a different landscape. Most of his subjects vacillate tentatively between fitting in and
being dislocated from their surroundings, which endows the photographs with a surreal quality. Some of the human figures are paper cutouts placed in corners
of our household (on the bookshelves and in the kitchen sink for instance) who appear oddly at ease being in the wrong place, oblivious to their identity as
misfits. Perhaps that is because they were originally commuters travelling the streets of New York City, conditioned to keep moving forward regardless of the
scenery. They would fit in anywhere as they are never a part of their surroundings. They are alone in their urban existential quest.

Me and Another Process
(2008-2009), Photo
series
The other works in the gallery are less provocative, but nonetheless “interesting”. Nge Lay’s Me and Another Process presents pretty, intimate images
created via the simple process of cupping her hands over a torchlight, which supposedly presents the subconscious human mind. Francis Ng’s single
photograph on display, given the complexity of the other exhibited works, appears inadequate. The photograph, Constructing Construction #1, of an edifice
under construction is supposedly part of a the photograph series, which is somehow not seen in its totality. Ko Aung’s Human, meanwhile, relies on the
formulaic idiom of black and white contrast to explore the hackneyed idea of the polarities of the human mind but unfortunately, fails to introduce anything
new or particularly refreshing. Richard Streitmatter-Tran’s The Jungle Book’s manipulative photography attempts to be comical by introducing the
fantastical, such as a Giant Mekong Catfish, into the everyday. The light humour, unfortunately, is all that this play with images manages to offer.
As a thematic exploration of the notion of “transport”, TransportASIAN succeeds in introducing refreshing interpretations. As an experiment with the
potential of the photographic media, the quality of the endeavor varies among the individual artists. Most of the artists were no documentarians. They were
creating new realities with the camera. Those who succeed managed to draw us into worlds that possess a tinge of familiarity despite the initial peculiarity that
meets the eye.
TransportASIAN is currently on display at the Singapore Art Museum from 30 May to 11 August 2009.
Posted in art, photography | Tagged art, asia, installation, photography, singapore art museum, southeast asia, transport, video | No Comments Yet
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Bathing in the last light of Polaris (2004), Thomas Doyle, Mixed-media sculpture
Ho Rui An
Size matters. Even the most mundane and insipid object can inspire awe by its magnification. In this sound-bite society where our mental spaces are cluttered
by an overload of innumerable, incidental, incoherent and ultimately inconsequential pieces of information, we have become so desensitised to the subtleties
of our aesthetic realities that only the spectacular, sensational and scintillating can capture our attention. Given this contemporary condition, going big has
become the predominant strategy for practically all fields of cultural production.
At the present moment, the Burj Dubai has dwarfed the Taipei 101 at 818 metres. Several kilometres away lies The World, a man-made archipelago of islands
constructed to resemble the world map. At the other side of the world, land artists Christo and Jeanne-Claude are moving one step closer to their ambition of
wrapping the universe as they attempt to suspend 5.9 miles of silvery fabric above the Arkansas River. And next month will see the release of Avatar, the film
with the largest budget in the history of cinema, directed by budget buster James Cameron of Titanic fame no less.
But as much as the gargantuan thrills us visually and imaginatively, its diametric opposite, the miniature, is similarly able to excite us and inspire awe. And
that seems to be the assertion put across by Eniminiminimos: Artists Who Make Things Small II, the exhibition curated by Michael Lee that is now running at
the Jendela at the Esplanade. It presents itself as the antithesis to the ongoing “size fetish” in the contemporary world and unsurprisingly, some of the works
displayed are so infinitesimal that they are only visible under the magnifying glass. Works like these inevitably reinforce a personal opinion of mine that these
days art can only be horrifically big, or ridiculously small. Nobody bothers about anything in between. This leads to the bigger question – what’s with this
perpetual obsession with superlatives of scale anyway?
The monumental and the miniature, despite being polar opposites, fundamentally arise from our negotiations with our
perceived smallness in the universe, particularly in a time when increasingly advanced space technologies paradoxically only
serve to emphasise the sheer magnitude of the unknown. Estranged in the wilderness, we gaze into the canopy of stars with
an overwhelming, ineffable sense of awe that is uneasily melded with a latent terror – the terror of an ultimately unknown,
formless and boundless universe that is beyond the comprehension of our mortal minds. In the words of Immanuel Kant, it is
the sublime which is “absolutely great”.
(Left: The Sagrada Família: In construction since 1882 and projected to be completed only by 2026.)
To cope with these unsettling anxieties, artists either choose to monumentalise or to miniaturise. The former strives for
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transcendence by attempting to surpass our human limitations and imagined boundaries via an ambitious, vertical conquest.
Conversely, the latter attempts containment by painstakingly reinforcing boundary, delineation and completeness. Despite
being driven by the radically divergent methods of transcendence and containment, these two stereotypes of artists are
identical in the way they both attempt to control and author a reality that remains so unknown.
(Right: Dissolution of entities (2006), Thomas Doyle, Mixed-media sculpture)
Perhaps the works that manifest most explicitly this consciousness of our inherent smallness in the cosmic order are the two
sculptures by Thomas Doyle. There is a quiet desperation that characterises the intricate worlds of Doyle’s art. In
Dissolution of entities, we see an adult and a child being consumed by the ground. They are frozen in time, permanently
embalmed in their striding postures. Only parts of their bodies are visible. The child, in fact, remains mostly hidden in the
detritus of nature.
Meanwhile, in Bathing in the last light of Polaris, an estranged man is in mortal peril, as he clings onto a piece of driftwood
to stay afloat in a vast, open sea. The works of Doyle represents our most primal and irrational bodily fears pertaining to the
caprice of the natural world – the fears of shipwrecks, bottomless pits, being swallowed by quick sand, being buried alive
and being crushed by rocks. The miniature size of the work creates a compact image that is all the more intense. It appears
like a distant nightmare from our childhoods, utterly far-fetched but profoundly traumatic.
(Left: Houses (2006), Suki Chan, Balsa wood and paint.)
The work is aptly placed in close proximity to Suki Chan’s Houses and Chun Kai Qun’s Nevermind Nirvana.
Chan’s work features the similar motif of objects being consumed by their environment. The miniature houses in
her installation appear to be sinking into the gallery floor, in an uncanny subversion of the home as a place of
familial comfort. The desolate landscape is deeply reminiscent of the cataclysmic disasters around that world and
possesses an almost alarmist caution on the potentiality of an apocalypse.

Nevermind Nirvana (2009), Chun Kai Qun, Diorama installation
Meanwhile, an apocalypse seems to have already occurred in Chun’s dioramic installation. The work is eerily morbid and screams of the expressionistic angst
characteristic of Chun’s works. Essentially a forest ravaged by what seems to be a series of disasters, the gore only gets more explicit as you examine the glut
of visual details at close proximity. What appear to be the flames of a group of candles are actually miniature human figures on fire, akin to figures of
sacrificial martyrs upon an altar. From a distance, the shades of mahogany used on the landscape are uncannily surreal and reminiscent of swollen, infected
flesh. This is nature in its most untamed, capricious and violent form.
(Right: Nevermind Nirvana (2009), Chun Kai Qun, Diorama installation)
Tan Seow Wei’s drawings in The Petri Dish Series are so microscopically small they occupy a small spot on a petri
dish and are only fully visible when viewed via a magnifying glass. Through the lenses, we become accidental
voyeurs of private activities depicted in the drawings. The work can be seen as a witty remark on the increasingly
invasive mechanisms of control that the state employs in an attempt to monitor and regulate what happens within
the private sphere. The work is situated in close proximity with a complementary piece by the same artist, The
Specimen Bottle Series. While the human subjects in the former work are unconscious objects of voyeurism, those
in the latter are entirely conscious of the public scrutiny and thus appear rigidly inanimate, vacantly suspended in a
specimen bottle and devoid of human agency.
(Left: Events (2008), Justin Wong, Flash animation.)
A similarly cheeky turn can be observed in Justin Wong’s flash animation, Events. The animation features sequences of peculiar
face-offs between big and small people, symbolically representing the contestations of power between the dominated and the
dominator, the slave and the master, the human and the omnipotent. A particular sequence even shows a “blow job”, with a little
man appearing like a phallic object that thrusts in and out of a giant’s mouth, in an ultimate display of emasculation and
submission. With the figures all dressed up in corporate attire, the sequences unfold like uncensored, contemporary updates of
fairytales and mythologies, with each sequence often ending with a gory twist that inverses the power dynamics. In one of the ten
“events” featured, a cavalcade of little men are seen supporting the body of a giant and lifting him away as a hostage, almost like a
scene from Gulliver’s Travels. The body of the giant eventually proves too heavy for the little men to handle and comes crushing
down upon them as blood splatters. Ouch.
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Sparrow in the Studio (2008-2009), nofearsam921, Digital video
Such a sense of play can also be seen in nofearsam921’s A Sparrow in the Studio. In his video, the artist attempts to recreate Joao Onofre’s Vulture in the
Studio, except that finding a vulture to play the part was a remote possibility for the artist who works in Taiwan. Instead, he roped in a sparrow as a surrogate
and recreated the studio in a miniature form. The bewildered sparrow finds itself clumsily enormous in the new environment, ricocheting around the room and
often crashing onto the invisible fourth wall. The work addresses issues of mimicry and simulation, but for most of us, it was simply good fun and amusement.
Check out a “spoof” of the video that was created by the artist here .
(Left: The World Unexposition 1945-2008 (2009), Michael Lee Hong Hwee, Model installation: Shown here is
Rem Koolhaas’ unbuilt Hyperbuilding.)
In Michael Lee’s The World Unexposition 1945-2008, proposed architectural projects that were never realised are
recreated as white paper models. With each model created according to the same scale, what we witness upon the
plinths is akin to a miniature, autonomous universe alternative to our own. We approach the white phantom-like
models with a particular ambivalence. We regard the spectral figures with poignancy as they lay elevated on the
plinth like stillborns with a quiet indignance at their miscarriage. Simultaneously, we are excited by the “what ifs”
that come to mind with the sense of possibility the imagined cityscape provides.

The Specimen Bottle Series (2007), Tan Seow Wei, Mixed-media drawing installation
The exhibition succeeds in expanding the ways we consider the notion of the miniature, compelling us to consider beyond the rigid considerations of physical
size and proportion, to contemplate it in terms of the “attitude and strategy of detailed representation”. The intricacies of the miniature necessitate prolonged
audience engagement, as we slow down our pace and examine each nook and cranny in detail. They demand a unique form of physical interaction that is
deeply experiential, immersive and personal.
Eventually, we emerge from Lilliputland feeling a little bigger and with a newfound sensibility for the finer things in life.
—Eniminiminimos: Artists Who Make Things Small II is currently on display at the Jendela at the Esplanade from 6 November 2009 to 3 January 2010.
Admission is free. Exhibition images courtesy of the curator.
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The broadcast program will highlight the attraction and glamour of the City of Fukuoka not
Fukuoka Prefecture and the rest of Japan, but also to the rest of the world!Focusing on the
"Fukuoka Originality," we will feature distinguished Fukuoka personalities, groups, organiza
events in a simple, easy and understandable fashion. Not only will this be a made-in-Fukuo
but it's bound to make you fall in love with this city!

Fukuoka Asian Art

Ｔｒｉｅｎｎａｌｅ
■On air from SEPTEMBER 25, 2009
Fukuoka Asian Art Museum is celebrating its 10th anniversary
this video, we will take a look at The 4th Fukuoka Asian Art Tr
2009 held in commemoration of the 10th anniversary.

Reporter:Here I am at Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, the site of The 4th Fukuoka Asian A
Triennale 2009. There are many works of up-and-coming artists on display.

Narration: This is the only art museum for Asian modern and contemporary art in the w
4th Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale 2009 will be held here until November 23rd.

Reporter: Mr. Kuroda, what kind of event is the Triennale?
Mr. Kuroda:It is a large-scale exhibition that showcases the latest trend of modern art
Asian region, focusing on different themes each time. It's been held every three years sinc
Asian Art Museum opened in 1999.
Narration: Let's take a look at some of the works by rising Asian artists.
Reporter: Interesting patterns. Mr. Kuroda, what is this?
Mr. Kuroda:This is by a Chinese artist, Wu Jianan. As you can see, there are many cr
J:COMチャンネル福
岡を見るには？

such as fish, frogs, and humans depicted in this work. But it's rather interesting that it not
displays the dynamics of the natural world, but also implies a kind of power relationship in
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who's stronger or weaker.

Reporter: Wow, that's amazing! You can see children's faces on the screen!
Mr. Kuroda: Each keyboard has a child assigned and each of them is saying their note
mi, fa, so, la, ti, do, but the keys are not adjusted intentionally. So it kind of implies that ea
individual can have their own scale and not necessarily conform to others. So while this w
and fun, it's thought-provoking as well.

Narration: Triennale 2009 has 43 groups of artists partaking from twenty-one Asian co
regions. The variety of exhibits will never bore you!

Narration: Some of the works are rather unique. This one is created by objects, servic
skills that have been contributed by participants. They don't expect anything in return, but
able to receive something for free. Why don't you bring along something you don't need a
and join in creating this work?
Narration: Some of the exhibits are also displayed at Reisen-so, which is located within
distance from Fukuoka Asian Art Museum.

Narration: Here, we can enjoy visual arts created by 6 different groups of artists. Inclu
works of "Xijing Men," a group consisting of three artists from Japan, China and Korea. Y
view 8mm film archives capturing the old town of Hakata.
Reporter: Now I'm back at Fukuoka Art Museum. During Triennale 2009, Fukuoka citize
have the opportunity to create art with Asian artists.

Narration: Two artists from Singapore, Joo Choon Lin and Chun Kaiqun asked children
toy figures. Then they asked the children to make the figures hold objects that can be ass
with trees or greenery.

Question: What's the concept of this project?
Ms. Choon Lin: The toy figures with the trees will be used in a scene of an animation
The scene is about planting trees on destroyed land, so it is about appreciating forests.

Narration: The figures created with the children will be part of an installation display ex
together with the animation. You'll be able to see their work at Reisen-so.

Mr. Kuroda: The theme of Triennale 2009 is "LIVE and LET LIVE: Creators of Tomorr
Sometimes, something you thought was outdated can be novel and refreshing. And it invig
and gives you energy. I hope this year's exhibit has such an effect on visitors.

Reporter: It was very exciting to see all the works today. I hope many people come an
latest trends in modern Asian art!
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Artists draw! Crowds!
Posted at 2:54 pm under Uncategorized
What’s 20 years old, has 18 heads, leads a mysterious, nomadic existence and er, has great aesthetic sensibilities?
The Artists Village, of course.
Fresh from last year’s “retrospective” at the Singapore Art Museum, my favourite local arts collective is back with the new group show Drawing As Form.
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And guess what, the definitive TAV book’s finally out!

The monograph was supposed to have come out last year, but you know how these things go…
Aside from essays exploring the various facets of the collective, the thin but handsomely made volume also contains a sizeable amount of old newspaper
clippings on the group’s exploits since the late 1980s as well as some rare photographs from artist/photographer/archivist Koh Nguang How.
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Digression No. 1: Props to Nguang How for letting me use some of his old pics of Tang Da Wu for the National Day supplement TODAY did recently. I spent
around two weeks looking for anyone who had a photo of the TAV founder. And guess what, the NAC, NHB and The Substation have no photos of da man.
What gives?
Digression No. 2: SAM’s Seng Yu-Jin recently told me that Da Wu was irked that I had described him as “elusive” during a previous story I did about TAV.
But after going to two successive exhibition openings last weekend where everyone kept telling me he might be appearing (he did not), it’s not as if it was an
unfounded assertion right?
But that’s not going to stop me from waiting. Mr Tang, sir, I’m still looking forward to shaking your hand within the next decade.
Digression No. 3: Kai Lam’s duct-tape portrait of JBJ rocks.
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***
Anyone who thinks TAV is dead should think again. I bumped into two spankin’ new members who are taking part in the show (and another one at The
National Museum’s coming Lost in the City exhibit).

Meet Chun Kai Qun, 27, and Joo Choon Lin, 25.
They’re flashing their V-signs because, well, I told them to. But also, because they’re also going to Japan for a residency with the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum
this month.
The two have known and hung out with TAV folks for some time now, but it was only early this year where they were invited to join the group.
Kai Qun’s TURFF is an installation that includes some “drawing tools” he has created, including mini-crossbow-like contraptions that fire pencils – alluding
to Andre Breton’s statement about blindly shooting people in the streets being the simplest surrealist act.
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Choon Lin’s Drawing Becomes Still, meanwhile is a sink-like sculpture-meets-stop-motion animation piece – where she silk-screened her drawings on water.

***
The exhibit’s title is an allusion to the second-ever TAV show in 1989, The Drawing Show.
But drawing a clearly-defined link between past and present does not seem to be the main objective of Drawing as Form – unless you’re to see it a
continuation of the original show’s enquiries into the inherent possibilities of what constitutes a “drawing” or the “act of drawing”.
While some works do require a leap of faith to situate it within the exhibit’s thematic framework, some pieces fit in perfectly in my opinion.
The body as “writing instrument” is clearly seen in the two performances.
Lee Wen did Zen for Head, Clay and Leg. The piece was first performed in Korea last May and references Nam June Paik’s Zen for Head, a Fluxus
performance in 1962.
Instead of using ink, Lee used a block of clay – and pushed it across the canvas with its head.
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Urich Lau, meanwhile, spent three, yes, three hours at the back area of Sculpture Square drawing. Video Demonstration: Webcam Lucida 1.0 takes off from
the camera lucida optical device of yore, where he draws images of two models, which are digitally projected onto the wall behind.

Cheng Guangfeng’s Draining Energy extends this metaphor to the viewer, whose eyes dart back and forth in following the angular patterns created by the
electrical cable installation – you as viewer are “drawing” the image in real time, up to the “Eureka!” endpoint of the lightbulb.
Jeremy Hiah’s The Drawer Drawing, meanwhile features a scroll of surreal drawings – but I was more tickled by his tongue-in-cheek linguistic approach,
appropriating the word “drawer”, a word used incorrectly (or is it an anachronism?), to pertain to both the artist and the actual piece of furniture.
By the way, Drawing as Form is not the only exhibit this year to tackle drawing. There was one at Osage Gallery early this year, and just a stone’s throw
away at NAFA you’ve got Australian artists also examining the same issues.
Drawing as Form runs until Aug 28 at Sculpture Square, 155 Middle Road.
Tags: contemporary art, Singapore, The Artists Village
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National Museum-- Lost in the City
Singapore is a place we live in. A neighbourhood is where we may grow up
in. But how well do we know these places and how well do we stand in
these places? A city is inescapable from a person’s life, but is there any
possibility a person can escape from a city? Lost in the city may not
necessary happen in this transportation-convenient Singapore today, but
may now instead be emotionally lost in this fast-paced Singapore.
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The exhibition is co-held by 5 Singapore-based artists, namely Justin Lee,
Genevieve Chua, Michael Lee, and Joo Choo Lin and Chun Kai Qun who
play out their responses to the city as part of this year's Singapore Art
Show, at the vast spaces of the National Museum's Rotunda, Glass
Passage, Glass Atrium and The Atelier.
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The first visual art started off with a collaboration between Choon Lin and
Kai Qun, who are both concerned with the rapid pace of urban
development, especially the adverse effects on the environment and the
behaviour of its inhabitants. The animation shows the plight of creatures
when their land is being developed, while the diorama, which is also used
as a scene in the animation, is a wasteland. The creatures seem to
represent us Singaporeans living in a construction-based environment. As
Singapore is a relatively small country, everywhere and everyday we can
see new buildings on the rise and neighbourhood reconstruction is
happening everywhere. Construction is indeed a way to modernization and
improving people physical well-beings (example life upgrade can benefit
the residents in the long run). However, construction is a scary image that
people fear in their life. Noise pollution and physical changes are found in
statistics to be increasing stress in individual’s life. Construction has impact
our life so much that we are losing our culture and traditions. Chinatown is
been revamped until the external buildings’ design look like intact but the
cultures and emotions evoked by the buildings are all gone.
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East & West Series: Globalisation (2008-2009), Justin Lee, Fibre glass
The National Museum of Singapore has come a long way. My faint memories of the museum before its redevelopment and rebranding appear more like
ghastly images from a cluttered and badly propped movie set for an ancient horror tale. It almost reeks of a dusty, antiquated past, with its artifacts forcefully
resuscitated from a medieval oblivion, like zombies displaced in space and time.
Museums started out as intensely private, personal collections of curios opened only to a privileged audience. In fact its precursors were the cabinets of
curiosities that emerged in the sixteenth century. Even as museums eventually became institutions of public character that documented national
consciousness, it has never quite demolished its alienating air of exclusivity, until its belated contemporary update recently. With each gingerly embalmed
artifact encased in glass enclosures and protected by all kinds of contraptions, the image of a private, inaccessible vault of prized possessions belonging to
some dignitary persisted in many museums for most part of history.
Like many other museums in the world, the revamp of the National Museum of Singapore in 2006 marked a watershed in local cultural history. The newly
revamped interiors are the result of a classy melding of the old and the contemporary. More importantly, the extensive usage of new media and interactive
technologies as well as the increased emphasis in fostering communal dialogue, have significantly allowed it to shed its authoritarian and aloof facade, to
emerge as a fluid and participatory intellectual and cultural space. The museum is no longer just the possessive custodian of national treasures as it does not
concern itself purely with the artifactual, but also with the generative possibilities of the human interactions that occur within and beyond its physical
boundaries.
Without this context of a more open-ended and flexible museum space, it would not have been possible for the four site-specific art works on display now at
the museum to materialise. The exhibition, Lost in the City, features the works of emerging young local artists. The works are strategically situated at various
accessible areas of the museum, at times integrating into the museum’s architectural space. The physical, cultural and sociohistorical bodies of the museum
are central to our appreciation of the works, particularly since the museum is a repository of the knowledge, experiences and memories of the large city it
resides within. The works that leave the deepest impressions are those that articulately interrogate and contest its immediate surroundings, effectively
constructing a new understanding of the tensions between a nation undecided about its existence and the museum that assumes its existence and documents
its sociohistorical consciousness.
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National Columbarium of Singapore (2009), Michael Lee, Bristol board
Michael Lee’s National Columbarium of Singapore confronts us with a particular urgency, particularly against the backdrop of recent political events
concerning our perpetual identity crisis as a nation.
This is where most people make a mistake…I have tried to explain that we are different. We are a city. We are not a country.
- Minister for Law K Shunmugam, at the New York State Bar Association International Section’s meeting
The model-and-text installation consisting of constructed models of demolished, fictitious and unbuilt architectural structures suspended from the ceiling
incisively highlights our anxieties towards our identity as a nation as constructed by official history and government rhetoric. While “city” and “country”
constitutes a physical, geographical and demographic space, the “nation” is entirely an imagined community, perceived as homogenous and as possessing a
set of values that are embraced by each individual in the community. These terms are often erroneously used interchangeably and carelessly, often to served
various political ends.
The nation is a politically charged concept. Who determines its nature? The people or the establishment? Singaporean nationhood, as articulated by the
officials, has been notoriously arbitrary, mutating according to the whims and fancies of those in power, to be brandished as a political instrument whenever
the need arises. Consequently, the physical city or country is often employed as rhetorical muscle to legitimatise and concretise the abstract ideological
constructs of nationhood. This can clearly be seen in the binaristic ideological categories of the “cosmopolitan” and the “heartlander” so often raised in public
rhetoric. The former gains materialisation in the national imagination via images of the iconised city skyline while the latter is intractably associated with the
unruffled comforts of the HDB estates. Architectural imagery are central to the conceptions and justifications of these questionably monolithic categories.

National Columbarium of Singapore
(2009), Michael Lee, Bristol board
Lee’s provocative installation piece appropriates the reliance on architectural imagery to challenge this pigeonholing of national identity. This is the
columbarium of not just a physical city but a nation. Represented in the text and models are the physical structures, demolished, fictitious or unbuilt, that have
fallen through the slips of national imagination and official history simply because they do not adhere to the officially articulated constructs of nationhood.
Inscribed along the glass atrium stairwell are written records of these architectural structures, which include their lifespans, physical location and an
interesting anecdote from various stakeholders. The installation integrates so seamlessly with the museum that we assume these nondescript texts to be, in
accordance with the historical authority of the museum, entirely factual until we come across the incredulous. When did Singapore ever have a National Snow
Factory or a Singapore Pencil Tower?! This melding of fact and fiction critically challenges the authenticity of official history as chronicled by national
museums.
The demolished buildings are represented by 45 scaled models that are suspended from the ceilings like spectral beings making their way to the celestial
realm, wrapped in an air of mystery, nostalgia and frustrated possibility. Like the unbuilt and the fictitious, they are the rejects of national history. (Were they
too ugly, frivolous or deviant?) Collectively, they represent the death of a nation expressed as a plurality.
Located some distance away are Justin Lee’s fibre glass sculptures in his work, East & West Series: Globalisation. The work could very well have been a
part of an exhibition called Lost in the Museum instead. Positioned at the glass passage that connects the old, colonial building with the new extension of the
museum, Lee’s sculptures appear lost in the transitory passages of time.
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East & West Series:
Globalisation (2008-2009),
Justin Lee, Fibre glass
There is a small army of stout, diminutive Chinese warriors, modelled after the Terra Cotta Warriors of China. But unlike their derelict, crumbling originals,
they are modern and fashionable, tuning in to the latest hits on their headphones. And there are the svelte Chinese court ladies flanking the army of little men.
One poses elegantly like the next Miss Universe, while her contemporaries show off their latest purchases – a handbag and a notebook, both coloured red.
Their ethnicity is grossly exaggerated. Their eyes are slanted and slit-like, invoking the racial slur of the chink. The facial expressions of the warriors are
painfully strained and the rigid angularity of their form conjures the image of a population terrorised into submission. Farther away, two cranes appear lost
among disposed Coca Cola cans, trapped within a pool of red, crass commercialism. Red, the auspicious colour of the Chinese is subverted here as the colour
of vulgar decadence.

East & West Series:
Globalisation
(2008-2009), Justin Lee,
Fibre glass
These mutated replicas of historical artifacts are cleverly situated at a location of immense architectural and historical significance. The Glass Passage is
notably the only “modern intrusion” allowed by the Urban & Redevelopment Authority during the redevelopment of the museum, designed to blend into the
old neo-Palladian architecture. With this new structure, one is able to view the exterior façade of the museum’s historic Dome from within the museum walls
for the first time, enabling a clear, illuminating view of a historical past via a contemporary lens.
Such interactions between interior and exterior spaces, private and public realms, the old and the new and the East and West in Lee’s work comprehensively
capture the intercultural interactions that characterise globalisation, where both provincial and imported ideologies are constantly being reviewed, contested
and occasionally, assimilated. The artist’s take is frustratingly ambiguous, but that only serves to reflect our collective uncertainties about the exact value of
globalisation.

Full Moon & Foxes (2009), Genevieve Chua, Video Installation
Full Moon & Foxes, Genevieve’s Chua’s sequel to Raised as a Pack of Wolves, continues the artist’s examination of female adolescence. What puzzles me
about the inclusion of this video installation in this exhibition is the irrelevance of site-specificity to this work. Situated in the enclosed and darkened room,
the work essentially exist in an insular world of its own, bearing little or no association with its exhibition site or the Singaporean city.
The three panel video projection is essentially a montage of photographs and videos of female adolescents in the depths of the forests. References to nature
are recurrent in her works, which essentially serve as compelling metaphors of the primitive, irrational and unfamiliar impulses that overwhelm us during
adolescence.
Nature, ironically, is presented as uncanny and even artificial. The forest is a dangerous and claustrophobic space, appearing more like a subterranean world
in which the girls can find no escape. The video unfolds like a horror movie – the bodily movements, if any, are slow and lobotomising, while the fading into
blackness between each image insinuates an implicit, insidious danger. The surreal lighting and colours collectively contribute to an unsettling sense of artifice
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– the forest is no longer the domain of nature, for it has been transfigured into a theatre of concentrated adolescent awareness.
The brilliance of Chua’s works lies in a precise use of metaphors to articulate the most abstract ideas concerning the unknown. Here, the sinister full moon
symbolises fulfilment – a coming of age fraught with fear, uncertainty and terror.
The work as it appears above would appear complete and satisfying on its own. Unfortunately, a set of barely visible arrows along the walls lead us to a
hidden part of the installation, where we are invited to put on headphones to listen to a playlist of music that probably belongs to an “emokid”. It is almost
akin to shoving teenage angst up our ears. In other words, emotional overload.

From Green to Brown to Black to Brown to Green (2009), Joo Choon Lin &
Chun Kai Qun, Stop motion photography installation
Situated at the back of the Baroque staircase is a stop motion photography installation by Joo Choon Lin and Chun Kai Qun. Tucked away in the corner, the
work resembles a child’s backyard experiment. In fact, it is this child-like quality in Joo and Chun’s previous works that creates a fascinating and original
visual language. Their collaborative piece, From Green to Brown to Black to Brown to Green, which consists of a stop motion animation by Joo and a
diorama by Chun, unfortunately, comes across as incoherent and childish. The animation shows the plight of a community of creatures whose homes are
threatened by urban development.

From Green to Brown to
Black to Brown to Green
(2009), Joo Choon Lin &
Chun Kai Qun, Stop
motion photography
installation
While the diorama was used as a scene in the animation, its physical presence in the installation adds little value to the work. The installation is built to
resemble a construction site and consequently a safety barrier is erected in front of the work. This proves to be a bad move as it ultimately deprives us of the
chief source of satisfaction dioramas provide. We are put at a distance from the diorama and our inner gluttons for the finer details are left utterly dissatisfied.
Lost in the City is positioned as an exhibition in which the artists “play out their responses to the city”. However, it is difficult to conceive of an overarching
narrative that the exhibition brings across due to the fact that there are effectively only four highly disparate works on display. Curatorially, the exhibition
appears as lost as its title suggests. The collective effort at engaging with the complexities of city life comes across as anemic and this inadequacy stems from
the fact that there exists so much more room for more critical and engaging works to be displayed.
Nevertheless, at least three out of the four works are illuminating pieces of art works by themselves. And the dynamic interactions that some of these works
achieve with its environment is an encouraging testament to the museum’s potential as a viable site where art, ideas and conversations can be generated.
Lost in the City is an event of the Singapore Art Show 2009 and is currently on display at the National Museum of Singapore from 21 August to 3 January
2010. Admission is free.
Posted in art | Tagged art, chun kai qun, genevieve chua, installation, joo choon lin, justin lee, michael lee, national museum of singapore, singapore art show,
site-specific art | No Comments Yet
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